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A B S T R A C T

A unified theoretical model applicable to different types of Triboelectric Nanogenerators (TENGs) is presented
based on Maxwell's equations, which fully explains the working principles of a majority of TENG types. This new
model utilizes the distance-dependent electric field (DDEF) concept to derive a universal theoretical platform for
all vertical charge polarization TENG types which overcomes the inaccuracies of the classical theoretical models
as well as the limitations of the existing electric field-based model. The theoretical results show excellent
agreement with experimental TENGs for all working modes, providing an improved capability of predicting the
influence of different device parameters on the output behaviour. Finally, the output performances of different
TENG types are compared. This work, for the first time, presents a unified framework of analytical equations for
different TENG working modes, leading to an in-depth understanding of their working principles, which in turn
enables more precise design and construction of efficient energy harvesters.

1. Introduction

Energy harvesting using ambient sources including solar energy
[1–6], heat [7,8], mechanical motion [9–11], and biochemical energy
[12] has been a major research focus in recent years [9]. Triboelectric
Nanogenerators (TENGs) are in the forefront of mechanical energy
harvesting technologies, benefitting various low power applications
[13–18]. The currently accepted theoretical models for TENGs are
based on equivalent circuits composed of parallel-plate capacitors
[19–22], that do not comprehensively describe their working principles
or outputs [11]. These models are restricted to parallel-plate config-
urations, and contain limitations in modelling TENG layer separations
[11]. Therefore, a fundamental analytical model describing different
TENG types is a key requirement in this research area for its wider use
and better applications [9,11,16,17,23].

Recently, we introduced the distance-dependent electric field
(DDEF) concept [11] for the vertical contact-separation TENG
(VCSTENG), completely describing its working principles and output
behaviour. Although this model has a broader scope than any pre-
viously described models [11,19], its applicability is restricted to di-
electric-dielectric VCSTENGs. Herein, we present a novel unified theory
based on the DDEF concept, which accurately predicts the output be-
haviour of all vertical charge polarization TENGs [19] (VCPTENGs).
Originating from Maxwell's equations, the unified DDEF model spans
across VCSTENG, single electrode TENG (SETENG), free-standing

triboelectric layer TENG (FSTENG), towards multi-layer TENG struc-
tures. The theoretical predictions from the models are compared with
experimental and finite element model outcomes.

2. Classical theoretical models

The prevailing theoretical models assume a uniform electric field
between charged triboelectric surfaces (parallel-plate capacitor as-
sumption), therefore, are incapable of explaining the electric field
propagation, polarization of TENG layers, induced voltage and charges
in TENGs [11]. Furthermore, the use of bespoke configurations of
parallel-plate capacitors to match the outputs introduces specific in-
compatibilities and drawbacks to each model.

Previous theoretical model for SETENG [21] states that the electric
field lines must directly connect between Node 1 and Node 3 (Fig. 1a),
without being shielded by Node 2, giving rise to a cyclic 3-capacitor
circuit model (Fig. 1b). As per the capacitor approximation, electric
field is uniform between Nodes 1 and 2, and a residual electric field
cannot propagate towards Node 3 (equal and opposite electric field
lines in Fig. 1c) [11]. Similar criteria apply to the electric field between
Nodes 2 and 3. Hence, the assumption of direct field line connections
between Node 1 and 3 becomes contradictory. Furthermore, the ana-
lytical equations of the previously accepted model [21] suggest C2=0
for all z t( ) (triboelectric layer separation)> 0, hence the derived
equations [21] cannot explain the observed TENG outputs. The
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previous model [21] therefore implicitly depends on finite element
modelling to evaluate C2, and accordingly the other output parameters.

Despite having a comparable 3-layer structure as the SETENG, the
circuit model for FSTENG (Fig. 1d) contains three capacitors in series
(Fig. 1e), assuming the electric field lines between non-adjacent nodes
are blocked by the intermediate node [22]. Consequently, the de-
pendability between the theoretical models for SETENG and FSTENG is
impaired. Furthermore, using the simplest FSTENG structure where
similar metals are used in Nodes 1 and 4, reconciling the output be-
haviour using the previously accepted model [22] is challenging.
Firstly, assuming similar contacting conditions of the dielectric sheet
with both the metal electrodes, the identical quantity of similar tribo-
electric charges are transferred to Nodes 2 and 3. With no net charge
variation, the electric field inside C2 is zero and the model is reduced to
a two-capacitor system equivalent to the conductor-to-dielectric
VCSTENG [24], which is significantly different from a FSTENG [19,22].
Secondly, the electric fields inside the capacitors are uniform [11],
therefore, there will be no change in the resultant electric fields acting
on metal 1 and metal 2, even if z t( ) is changed. The overall capacitance
between the metal sheets is constant regardless of z t( ), indicating that
the device would not produce a net output, which contradicts pre-
viously reported observations [22].

3. Theory

3.1. Triboelectric charging

TENGs depend on the triboelectric effect [25]; static charge se-
paration between contacting surfaces. Although the exact mechanism of
triboelectricity is not yet established, it is commonly attributed to
electron [26,27], ion [28] or charged material [29] transfer. When two
triboelectric surfaces are contact-charged, the triboelectric charge
density (σT) increases and saturates within few initial contacts [30–32],
which is almost insignificant compared to the practical usage of a

TENG. Thereafter, σT remains unchanged for long durations [19,29,31].
In our case, we consider the charges at their saturated value after the
initial dynamic period, in examining the implications of a fundamental
theoretical model for TENGs.

This work assumes that the triboelectric charges are evenly dis-
tributed, with a charge density of similar magnitude and opposite po-
larity on their contacting surfaces, which remains constant during
TENG operation [11,19,21,22,24]. The uniform charge distribution is
commonly observed in fundamental triboelectric charging experiments,
and has been proven to be reasonably accurate via theoretical and ex-
perimental evidence [28,33–36]. Moreover, this has been reported as
an accurate assumption for real world TENGs, considering the typical
behaviour of TENG contact surfaces [11,19,22,24,37]. Furthermore, we
note that all the theoretical models presented for TENGs in the past
have also followed the same assumptions stated above
[11,19,20,22,24,37–39].

3.2. Distance-dependent electric field

The average electric field (Ez) over the midpoint of a finite charged
surface with L (length) and W (width), and a uniform surface charge
density σ, can be derived using Gauss's law [11]:
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where z is the distance from the charged surface and ε is the permit-
tivity of the medium within which the electric field propagates. Mag-
nitude of Ez decreases as z increase.

We note that considering the fields over the midpoint of the finite
charged surface significantly reduces the complexity of the mathema-
tical derivation and the solving of output equations due to symmetry,
while providing an electric field which represents the overall electric
field behaviour of the surface [11].

Fig. 1. (a) Graphical representation, and (b) corresponding equivalent circuit model for a SETENG with a parallel secondary electrode arrangement [21]. (c) The
overall electric field behaviour of the SETENG when the triboelectric layers are separated by an air gap. The electric fields are indicated by E, depicted to act on a
positive test charge where the colour of the arrow represents the triboelectric surface generating the field. (d) Graphical representation, and (e) the corresponding
equivalent circuit model of a FSTENG with a dielectric free standing layer [22]. (f) Schematic representation of a TENG with m number of triboelectric surfaces.
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